TEFL in Context

Description:
TEFL in Contexts equips and prepares ELED students to possess teaching capacity theoretically so that they have a sound understanding about the nature of teaching and learning of English as a Foreign Language. By knowing the theories of TEFL in contexts, students are expected to have good problems solving skills towards several teaching challenges that they encounter in their future career. In addition, students are expected to understand appropriate and innovative teaching approaches, methods, and techniques that match their students’ level of English proficiency and learning maturity.

Material:

1. Introduction to TEFL
   a. The Goals of TEFL Subject, Rules, and expectation and Why should student learn TEFL subject is learnt by students
   b. The Challenges of TEFL
   c. Approaches, methods, and techniques (AMT)

2. Contextual TEFL
   a. Introduction to teaching General English
   b. Introduction to teaching English for Specific Purposes (ESP)
   c. Introduction to teaching English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
   d. Introduction to teaching English to Young Learners (EYL)

3. Teaching Receptive Skills
   a. Old AMT to teaching Reading (translation, reading aloud)
   b. Communicative AMT to teaching Reading
   c. Literary AMT to teaching Reading

4. Teaching Productive Skills
   a. Old AMT to teaching Writing
   b. Communicative AMT to teaching Writing
   c. Literary AMT to teaching Writing
   d. Old AMT to teaching Writing
   e. Communicative AMT to teaching Writing
   f. Literary AMT to teaching Writing

5. Teaching Language Components
   a. Old AMT to teaching vocabulary
   b. Communicative AMT to teaching vocabulary
   c. Literary AMT to teaching vocabulary
d. Old AMT to teaching Grammar  
e. Communicative AMT to teaching Grammar  
f. Literary AMT to teaching Grammar

6. Other TEFL Related Skills
   a. Teaching integrated skills
   b. Collaborative Teaching
   c. Classroom Management
   d. Classroom Cultures